Pasadena Police Department

MEDIA RELEASE

Date:  July 24, 2013

Offense Reported Date: July 23, 2013        Incident: Burglary of a Vehicle

Incident Number: 2013-17717 & 13-17800

Pasadena Police received calls from several residents reporting their vehicles had been burglarized during the early morning hours of July 22, 2013. The burglaries occurred in the Park-Ridge Estates sub division near Crenshaw Park in Pasadena.

One of the residents in the neighborhood captured a suspect on a home video system. The video shows a suspect looking into vehicles and checking to see if the doors had been left unlocked. The suspect in the video appears to be a white male approximately 6 ft. tall with a thin build. He is wearing a black or dark colored T-shirt, light colored shorts, and shoes with dark laces. The T-shirt has a silkscreen graphic which appears to be a roll of paper with eyes. The word “scared” is printed across the paper roll.

Only vehicles which were unlocked were burglarized. Items stolen included, Oakley sunglasses, change in console, shooting glasses and a tactical knife.

Anyone with any information regarding the identity of suspect in this case is asked to call the Pasadena Police Department at 713-477-1221; or, call Crime Stoppers at 713-222-TIPS (8477). All callers will remain anonymous; and, if any Crime Stoppers information leads to an arrest or the filing of felony charges, the tipster will be eligible for up to a $5000 cash reward.
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